
Tracker
Power Clean Series
Upright Vacuum
Code: 71000



50 foot power cord allows for extensive 
cleaning in larger areas without changing 
the location of the power source.

Designed to last
The Tracker is built to give you years of worry-free use. This 
heavy duty commercial machine is designed for durability
and daily use. It features a metal handle, metal bottom plate,
and metal brushroll. The Tracker’s remarkable cleaning 
performance and sleek design will make you almost forget you 
are using a commercial vacuum.

CRI Certif ied

Corners and hard to reach areas are taken 
care of quickly and easily with convenient 
readily available on-board cleaning tools. 
The tools included are:
•	 Aluminum telescopic Power 

Wand of 1 ft. cleaning reach
•	 7 ft. stretch hose
•	 Dusting brush with natural bristle
•	 Crevice tool

Metal handle with foam grip will ensure 
comfort for your hands.

Motor-By-Pass system, all dirt is directly 
deposited to the bag, bypassing
the motor and ensuring protection
of the fan blades.

Comes equipped with a thermal overload
on the motor, designed to protect the motor 
and prevent burn out from overload.



HEPA filtration system prevents lung 
damaging airborne particles
to be recirculated back into the air
by capturing them in the filter.

HEPA stands for High-Efficiency Particulate Air. HEPA media filters are most 
commonly known for their use in vacuum cleaners. The HEPA media filter
is designed to remove small particulate or floating matter from the air and trap
it inside the cleaning appliance.

HEPA filters are made of interwoven pieces of fiberglass put together at random 
to create a web-style filter. The idea is to have a tightly-woven filter at the end
of the filtration process, which will help stop most air particulates and pollutants.
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Rubber furniture guard will keep your walls
and furniture protected.

Metal brushroll.

Metal bottom plate.



Tracker
Power Clean Series
Upright Vacuum

Specifi cations Tracker
Model Number 71000

Dust Bag 71060 (Pkg. of 12)

Dust Bag Capacity 4  quarts (1 Gal, 3.79 L)

Filter System HEPA Media

Suction Power 10 A

Air Volume 120 cfm

Water Lift 89” (226 cm)

Nozzle Width 14” (35.5 cm)

Motor Protection Thermal overload protection

Full Bag Indicator Yes

Base Plate Metal

Brush Roll Metal

Onboard Tools Yes with Power Wand

On/O�  Switch On body

Cord Length 50’ (15 m)

Hose Length 7’ (84”) stretch hose

Weight 20 lbs (9 kg)

Noise Levels 70 dB

Approvals CRI, cUL

Reliable Cleaning
Reliable fl oor to ceiling cleaning. The Tracker is designed to withstand
the demands of professional cleaning and off ers years of worry-free use. 
Sleek with a remarkable design, it off ers all metal high-wear components– 
handle tube, bottom plate, and brushroll – to stand years of use.

Breathe Easy
Features Clean Air Technology allowing only fi ltered air to pass through the 
fan and motor system and back into the room. Each vacuum is equipped 
with HEPA Media vacuum bag for advanced fi ltration and easy dirt disposal.

Reach Further
The telescopic Power Wand extends cleaning reach by 32 inches to clean 
shelves, corners and hard to reach areas. A crevice tool stores on board, as well
as a natural bristle dusting brush that gently cleans baseboards and blinds.
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